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on april 1, 1999, a diablo ii screenshot of the week featured cows fighting. people wondered if the
screenshot was an april fool's joke or if there really was a secret cow level planned for diablo ii. it

turned out that there was a cow level. to access the level, one must kill diablo (or, in lord of
destruction, kill baal), return to rogue encampment in act i within the same difficulty level, and then

transmute wirt's leg with a tome of town portal in the horadric cube. this will open a portal to the
secret level (defeating baal in the difficulty that the player wishes to enter the cow level in is no

longer required, as of patch 1.11b. one only needs to be able to access a certain difficulty to enter its
cow level). there is an item set named the cow king's leathers which may only be collected in this
secret level. however, when a player kills the cow king for their first time on a difficulty level, the

character used to open the portal becomes unable to reopen the portal to the level on that difficulty
level. on september 21, 1996, blizzard north held a team retreat in a barn outside of the

dubuque/clinton, iowa area. the idea was that this would be a last chance for the team to get
together in one place and bond and work on ideas for the game for the next year. many questions
were asked and the projects discussed were vast. however, little came from this meeting and the

team left to continue work on the game. one idea that was proposed was a second diablo-like game
called. the team considered this idea and it was even deemed something that could be done by a

single programmer. [3]
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a ghost is a demon who is dead, but not quite dead. they are not truly dead but are rather "between
life and death" and are at the mercy of the living. if they were killed, they would return to the world
of the dead. however, if they were not killed but sealed, they would remain trapped in that "state"

forever, unable to return to the living. the fact that they have not been killed is the only thing
keeping them from simply killing themselves, to return to the world of the dead. a ghost can only be
killed by a dagger of the soul (or a ruby), which is found only in diablo ii. the wizard is a dual-wielding

melee character in diablo ii. unlike the barbarian, he has full access to the arcane spells. he has a
number of combat skills, as well as a number of spells that he can use at will, but must be prepared
beforehand. the spells are divided into various schools, allowing the wizard to specialize in different

types of spells, and to build up a repertoire of powerful and devastating abilities. the wizard's combat
skills revolve around the use of magic missiles and bolts of arcane energy. the combat school system

was introduced in diablo ii, allowing the wizard to gain additional spells and acquire entirely new
skills that increase his attack power. a wizards' skill set depends on the type of combat school he has
chosen to specialize in. there are five types of combat schools in diablo ii, two of which are available
as a subclass to each of the other schools. [8] the wizard can also learn all of the spells of his school

by becoming a master of that school. 5ec8ef588b
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